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Join Universal answer

to fight the Jew hatred

attempt to DENY

God and the Bible.

God in the Bible

decreed that Jews

possess historical Israel



Old City Jerusalem

Yehudah Shomron

Golan.

Fight this savage denial

of God and the Bible by

purchasing historical

Jewish Israeli products.

Type in google

Buy products



Old City Jerusalem

Israel

Buy products Yehudah

Israel

Buy products Shomron

Israel

Buy products Golan

Heights Israel



The more Jew haters

misuse the United

Nations and Security

Council to harass Jews

and Israel the more

God will demonstrate

his Providence and

strengthen the Jew and

all righteous non Jews.



Be a partner to God

and attain Eternity.

You can become part

of God and Eternity by

purchasing historical

Israel products.

You will contribute to

Israel's economic



independence to fight

the enemies of God.

Our answer to 2000

years anti-Semitism is

to purchase products

from historical Israel.

The Modern version of

Jew hatred is to deny

God and the Bible. To



deny the decree of God

that God decreed

historical Israel for

Jews, not Arabs not

"Palestinians".

Arabs have 22

counties.

Thetiny sliver of land

no larger than the State



of New Jersey belongs

to the Jew.

70 years ago Nazis

and Europeans killed

6million Jews and 1

million Jewish children

The whole world

remained silent. They



didn't even threaten

the Nazis that they will

be held responsible for

the murder of Jews .

Today Europeans want

to destroy Jewish Israel

and replace it with

never existant
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"Palestinian" people

and "Palestine" state.

In the time of Mark

Twain the 186os there

did not exist more than

a few thousand Arabs.

Jews out numbered the

Arabs in all the large

cities.
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When Jews began

returning and

developing the Holy

land in the 1860s Jews

provided jobs for Arabs,

Arabs streamed in from

Syria Lebanon Egypt

Saudia Arabia.
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All Arabs today are

there no longer than

100years. Arab family

names mark their origin

from the Arab

countries outside Israel.

Only after the 1967

Six day War when the

attempt by Egypt
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Jordan Syria Lebanon

to wipe Jewish Israel off

the map was soundly

defeated by the Jews

did the Arabs adopt the

strategy to create a

never existant name of

"Palestinians".
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The Arabs living in

Israel always referred

to themselves as

Egyptians Syrians

Saudies or Lebannese.

The Two State solution

is a strategy

developed by Arab

countries and those
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countries who hate the

Jew

to destroy Israel and

God forbid exterminate

all 7 million Jews in

Israel.

This is accomplished

by a two step process.
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Step I-Two states

Palestinian and Jewish

Step 2 -One state

Palestinian. All Jews

exterminated or exiled.

Arabs are not

interested in living in

peace side by side with

Jews.
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Arabs are interested in

replacing Jews.

Peace to Arabs and

those countries who

hate Jews means

dismantling Israel piece

by peace.

Those Europeans who

trump a Two State
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solution have a 2000

years history of murder

grand larceny and

rape.

They murdered billions

Africans Asians

American North and

South Indians.

Europeans mostly
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murdered other

Christians.

These countries are

mostly Europeans.

They start with the Jew

then they target other

ethnic groups and

finally other Christians.
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The Jew is the canary

in the coal mine.

They use the Jew to

test the waters.

They start robbing and

killing the Jew .

If no one says or does

any thing to defend the

Jew then they proceed
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to rob and kill every

one else.

This has been the truth

for the past 2000 years.

This will be the truth

for the next 2000 years.

Today God has armed

the Jew with nuclear

and non conventional
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arms. Today God has

enabled the Jew to find

gas and oil reserves in

the Holy land and

waters off territorial

Israel. Oil and gas is

part of the Biblical

language of Israel
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being a land of milk and

honey.

The remnants of the

60 million Jews existing

at the time of King

David and Solomon

represent the survival

of the fittest. The 60

million Jews at the
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time of King David and

Solomon who were

conquered and exiled

by the Assyrians Greeks

Romans Christians

Arabs were killed or

forced to convert. Only

the smartest the

strongest the most
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educated remained.

They represent the

survival of the fittest.

These Jews possess

the blessing of God .

They possesses the

ability to stand up to

the mighty. Numbers

means nothing in our
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modern world of

atomic warfare.

Jews possess atomic

hydrogen neutron

bombs and the missile

system to deliver these

bombs anywhere in the

world to thwart any

attempt to steal
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historical Israel from

the Jew.

You my dear friend

can help Israel maintain

economic

independence and not

be forced to its knees

to commit suicide by

agreeing to cede
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historical Israel to a

never existant

"Palestinian" people

and create a

replacement to the Jew

by agreeing to the 2

state 2 step solution

for the destruction of

Israel and God forbid
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extermination of 7

million Jews in Israel.

Economic warfare is

fought by purchasing

products made in

historical Israel

Old City of

Jerusalem Israel

Yehuda Israel
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Shomron Israel

Golan Heights Israel

Thank you.

May you have

communion with God

and live to Eternity.

BY YOUR ACT
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OF PURCHASING

PRODUCTS FROM

HISTORICAL ISRAEL
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